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ABSTRACT 
Let f(x,, , x,,) be a polynomial in the variables xl,. , xI, with nonnegative real 
coefficients which sum to one, let A,,. ., A, be stochastic matrices, and let 
f(A I,. , A,) be the stochastic matrix which is obtained from f by substituting the 
Kronecker product of A’;l,. , A> for each term xyl. . rats. In this paper, we 
present necessary and sufficient conditions for the Ces?tro limit of the sequence of the 
powers of ?(A,,. , AP) to be equal to the Kronecker product of the Ces?uo limits 
associated with each of A,, , A,. These conditions show that the equality of these 
two matrices depends only on the number of ergodic sets under f( A,, , AP) and/or 
the cyclic structure of the ergodic sets under A,, , A,, respectively. As a special case 
of these results, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the interchangeabi- 
lity of the Kronecker product and the Ces&ro limit operator. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let A=(~I,~) he a stochastic matrix (‘iii >O, B,uii=l) and denote the nth 
product of this matrix by A” =((I(;‘). The Ces$ro limit A” of the sequence 
{ A”)TEp=, of such products is defined as 
Then (A”O)‘=A” =( Am)A=A( A”) (cf. Fritz et al. [3, Hauptsatz 3.5(a)]). 
The following lemma shows that these properties essentially determine A”. 
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PrmJ See Fritz et al. [:3, Hanptsatz X5(1))]. n 
Let i ad j be indices from the index set of the matrix A. Then i is said to 
Ir~Jtl to i if (I,, (“) >O for some II >O. The index i is called trmsirnt under A if i 
leads to some j ht j does not lead to i. Otherwise i is called rrgorlic under A. 
The set of ergodic indices under A can he partitioned into rvgorlic sets 
I:;\, , E;;‘, as follows: The indices i mcl i belong to the same set if and only if 
i leads to i and i leads to i, Inlt i and i cannot lead to an index olltside the set. 
By relabeling the indices so that the transient indices come first, followed 1)~ 
those I,elonging to the ergodic sets e;\, . . . , E:;;‘,. the matrix ii cu he pllt into a 
mrwrriull .fimr 
where N corresponds to the transient indices and M is a block diagonal matrix 
with the kth diagonal Mock being the submatrix corresponding to EL’ 
(l<k<n~,). 
For each ergodic set Et, let ~1: denote its in&x of iruprimiticity, i.e. the 
greatest COIIIIIIOI~ divisor (gcd) of those 11 >O for whit+ (I!:” >O for some 
i EE,\ (1 <X-G n,,\ ). In the case that r~,,, = 1, we \vrite I;” and (1” ilrste,icl of 1,“’ ‘ ‘I 
and tl ;‘, respectively. Moreover in this case. let TEE” he some fixed index. 
Then, for each index i EE” there exists a rmique integer rr in the range 
1 <I; ~(1” sllch that all n with ul(ii)l) >O are congI_rrent to ‘; (mod (1”) (cf. 
Seneta [4, Theorem 1.:3]). Thus E” can be partitioned into srls of irupritjlilir- 
ity Cf,. , <i$ as follows: For 111 = 1.. . , cl;‘, C’,;,’ consists of all indices i EE” 
with rj = ))I. ~1s is shown in [4, pp. 1% 171, these sets are nonempty and theil 
composition does not depend on the initial choice of the fixed index 1; an 
initial choice of another index merely subjects them to a cyclic permutation. 
In order to illustrate the above definitions let IIS consider t\vo examples. 
EXAhfPLE 1.1. Let A = ( (I ,J ) be the stochastic 8 >< 8 matrix with 
(Jzl =f131 =(Jqy, =NW =(JH5 =fJx; = 1, 
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and (1 ri =0 otherwise. Then there are two ergodic sets: EP = { 1,2,3} and 
E$ = (4,s). The other indices are transient under A. Moreover, (1; = 1 and 
ir; =2. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let A = ((I ii ) be the stochastic 7 X 7 matrix given by 
and (1 ii = 0 otherwise. Then there is only one ergodic set: E * = { 1,2,.3,4,5,6}. 
The index 7 is transient under A. E” has index of imprimitivity cl” ~3, and if 
we select 1=1, then C:={1,2},C~~=(3,4,5}, and q;‘=(6) are the sets of 
imprimitivity under A. 
Finally, let N and [w denote the set of all nonnegative integers and the real 
number set respectively. 1111 n means that n1 divides n, and lcm stands for 
“lowest common multiple.” 
In the remainder of this paper, A will always denote a stochastic matrix. 
First we are interested in the ergodic sets under A”, for n > 0. In general the 
ergodic sets under A are not ergodic under A”, but each ergodic index under 
A is ergodic under A”, and vice versa. Moreover, as follows from the next 
lemma, each ergodic set under A” is contained in some ergodic set under A. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose nA = 1, und let n>O cuul q=gcd(tl”, n). 7’hen 
Et”= u {C,=,.,(Ors<(d~l/q)} (l<k<:q) 
nre the ergdir sets un&r A”, cm1 for each ergot&c set, ‘In/q is its index of 
imprimitiuity. 
Proof. Let h= n/q, and apply [2, pp. 17% 1791 successively to AY and 
then to ( A’] )“. n 
Let B = ( h,, ) be another stochastic matrix. Then A @ B = ( t, , , rjc i, ,~ ) )= 
(a ii’ h,, ) is the K ronecker product of A and B. The double indices (i, r), (i, s) 
of the elements of A@B are ordered lexicographically. As is well known, the 
Kronecker product is associative, distributive with respect to matrix addition, 
and for matrices D and F of the same order as A and B respectively, 
(A@B)(D@F)=AD@BF. Thus (A@B)“=A”@B”, for all n. When all 
ergodic sets under A and B, respectively, have corresponding index of 
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imprimitivity one, A” =lim,,_,A” and H” =lim,,__ H” (cf. Doolr [l, p. 
l&Z]); it follows that (A@B)” =A”@B”. But this is not true in general (cf. 
e.g. Fritz et al. 1.3, p. 1581). It is the aim of this paper to derive necessary and 
sufficient conditions for its being true in a more general context. 
To this end we are interested in the ergodic sets under iI@%. Since ( i, r ) 
is an ergodic index under A @ H iff i and r are ergodic indices rmcler ii and %, 
respectively, each ergodic set under A @% is contained in one of the sets 
EL’ XEE (I <kGn ,,\, 1 <W <n,), and each index belonging to oire of these 
sets is ergodic under A 62%. But in general the sets Ei’ x E,fl are not ergodic 
mrder A @ H. 
F :4 @ B - 
‘In - u { Gry x CL ‘, ~o~~<lclll(rl~',tl")} 
where l+ q and m + q cyclically run through the numbers 1,. . . , d” and 
1 , . . . , d”, respectively, are the ergodic sets under A63 A, and for each ergodic 
set, Icm(d”, dR) is its index of imprirnitivity. 
Proof. 
c:+ 
First we show that for (i, r ) E Cp, p X C,!+ p and ( j, s ) E 
q X c,:+ q (p # q) there exists n >O such that t,‘;,‘i,,i, yj ~0. Let k = k. 
Icm(d”, dB)/d” and k’= k- lcm(d”, dR)/dB. As is well known, 
a;;.~~‘+(4- P)),O and @.‘f”+(‘!- P)) >O for ksufficiently large (cf. Seneta 14, 
Theorem 1.31). Fix such a 6. Then t(rjj(i,6b>0, for n=k.lcm(d”,dB)+ 
8, (q - p). Now, suppose that gcd(d “, d )> 1. In order to show that E,t@’ is 
closed under A@ % it suffices to show that for (i, r ) E C: X C,: and ( j, s) E Cp 
X C: with 1 G m < h G gcd( d “, d” ) and for n > 0, t((yi )( i, s) = 0. Suppose that 
t (.n ’ (I ,rci sj>O for some n >O. Then ~jy’>O and b,‘5f’i>0. Hence d”ln and 
d+-(h - rn). Thus gcd(d”,da)Jh - 711, contrary to the fact that 1~ h - 
111 <gcd(d,“, dA ). Finally, let d( i, r) be the period of the index (i, r) under 
A@B, i.e. the greatest common divisor of those n >O for which t(‘,‘~~,,,,,,>O. 
As is easy to see, Icm(d”, d’)(d(i, r). 
In order to show the converse, let r)i and p, (p, fp,) be two sufficiently 
large prime numbers, and for Y= 1,2 let y, =p,;Icnr(rl~‘, d’) such that 
o(“j’>O and IT(~,‘>O. Then t,(,T;j,, rJ >O. Hence, d( i, r)/q, (v= 1,2), from 
wmch it follow.; that d( i, r )(lcm( tl”; dR ). Thus d( i, r ) = Icm( tl”, dR ), which 
by [4, Lemma 1.21 implies that for each ergodic set under A 69 13, lcm( (II”, (1’) 
is its index of imprimitivity. n 
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As we saw above, under certain conditions (A @ B)” =A”@ B”. This is a 
special case of a more general result. For this let f: Nr’ -+ R be a distribution 
[fu>O (uEfUp), Z,fu=l] such that S,=(u~fUP]fu#0} is finite (p>l). 
Let A,,..., A, be stochastic matrices and define 
?(A 1 ,..., Ap)= 2 f( u1 ,..., u,)A’;@ . . . @A’$ 
(U,)ES, 
For i=l,..., p, if there exists u E Sf [u = ( ui)] with ui #O, then let hi = 1, 
- 
n.4 =n A,, and E~J =Etf (1 <k< nA ); otherwise let h, 10, K* = order of Ai, 
and j!$={k) (lfk<order of Ai).’ 
I 
In the special case that for each ergodic set under A,, . . , A,, the 
corresponding index of imprimitivity is one, it is shown in [O, Satz 10.7(a)] 
that f(A,,..., Ap)” =( A’;“)hl@ . . @(AF)h~l. As has already been pointed 
out, this is not true in general. In the next section we present necessary and 
sufficient conditions for its being true. As a special case we thus obtain 
conditions for (A 1@ . 63 Ap )” = A9pB . . @‘A;. Furthermore, for v E 
I%” \ (0) we obtain a condition for n,,,[( A”,‘,)“] =A”. Finally, we present an 
example of a two-dimensional random walk where the main result can be used 
to determine the long-time average behavior of the random walker. 
2. THE CONDITIONS 
We first note that each ergodic set under J‘( A,, . . . , AP) is a subset of one 
of the sets i?cl X . . . X ,!$ (1 G k 1 G GA,, . . . , 1 G k, G ii* ), and each index 
belonging to one of these s&ts is ergodic under f( A,, . . . , A,,). But in general 
these sets are not ergodic under f( A,, . . . , Ap). 
THEOREM 2.1. J‘(A,, . . . , Ap)% = (Ay)hl 8 ... @(A;)“,! iff 
Ef,lX ...Xl?fj~ isan ergodicset underf(Al,...,A,) foreach lGk,<Gfjl, 
. . ..l<kk.Gi, :’ V 
Proof. Let R =(A;“)“18 . . . @(Ar)‘Q. Since i and i are in the same 
ergodic set under some stochastic matrix D = (d,,) iff d F >O where D” = 
(d;),J‘(A,>..., 
under f(A,,..., 
Ap)” = R implies that each set Et,1 X * . . X i?cn is ergodic 
Ap), Conversely, this implies that there are cl; . . . GA 
ergodic sets underj‘(A,,..., A,_>. Thus,f(A,,..., Ap)m and R have the sami 
rank. Moregver, R2 = R = Rf(A,,. . ., A,)=F(A,,. . . , A,)R. Hence, by 
Lemma 1.1, f( A,,. . . , Ap), = R. n 
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CoRoLLARY 2.1. .f(Al,...,Ap)m=(A~)“~~ ... @(A~)“J~ iff the ulge- 
hraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue one of f( A,, . . . ) AP ) is ril,; . . . . E,,,,. 
Proof. The proof follows from the remark above concerning the ergodic 
sets under $( A,, . , A,,) and the fact that for any stochastic matrix, the 
munher of its ergodie sets is the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue one. 
n 
We next show that whether the condition in the theorem above is flJfillecl 
depends only on the cyclic struc’ture of the ergodic sets under A,,. . . , A,, 
respectively. For this, we first consider the case that Z,, = . =n, = 1 and 
show how the ergodic sets under f( A,, . . . , ‘4, ) can be oLined fron;’ the sets 
of imprimitivity under A,, . . . , A,, respectively. For notational simplicity let 
p ~2. Furthermore, for j= 1,2 , in the case that hi = 1 let n”~ =(I”’ and 
C:;:‘l =C,fFi (1 <n~Gcl”f); otherwise let rTAl = 1 and CT;“! = (1). For II EN”, let 
Cl,, =gcd((?“l, ril ), if u, #O, and p,, =gcd(cj”“, ZQ), if u3 #O. Moreover, if 
u1 #O and ~1~ #O then let 
where the sums cyclically nm through the numbers 1,. . . , c?“l and 1,. . . , (?“z, 
respectively; in the case that II 1 =(I and 11~ # 0 let 
in the case that ul #O and 11~ =O let 
and for II= 0 let 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let p = 2 and iTA, = ?iA = 1. Let P= {K,, . . . , K,,} he the ieust 
upper hound of {P,, 121 E Sr} in the In&e of all partitions of (1,. . . , JA1} X 
{l,..., <I”‘). Then 
are the ergo&c sets under f( A,, Aa). 
Proof. Let (i, i), (2; j) E Ekf. Then there exist (r, s),(T, S) E K, with 
(i, j)E CT*! X es*2 and (2, i)E CT*1 X cc*?. Now, since P is the least upper 
bound of {P,, 1 u E Sr}, there exist (ra, sa), . . . ,(r,,, s,,) E (1,. . . , JAI} X 
{I,..., d*‘} and u(“), . . . , 
_ - 
uCnP”ESfsuch that (q,, sa)=(r, s), (rn, s,)=(r, s), 
and (r,,,, s,),(r,,+l, G,+~)EG,F for some G,c.$, E Pu,vvz, and 0~ m < n. Let 
(l”> i0),~.9 (i,,j,) be indices with (ie,ja)=(i, j), (i,,j,)=(i, i), (i,,,j,,)E 
Crtl X Cst,z for O< m G n, and i,,. = imftl if uy’) =O, and j,,, = in,,+ 1 if up” 
=O, for O<m’< n. Since by Lemma 1.2 and Lemma 1.3 the element of 
(A’;:““@A;~‘)& with index ((i,, jm),(i,,,+l, i,+,)) is not zero for g,, suffi- 
ciently large, it follows that the ((i, j),( 2, T)) element of II: = (I( A’;‘~‘)@A$“‘)g~~ 
is not zero. Hence the ((i, j),(Z, j)) element of f( A,, A,)” is not zero. By 
reversing this argument, it follows that if (i, i) E E,f, (2, j) E Ekf’, and the 
((i, i),(C T)) element of _/(A,, A,)” is not zero, then k = k’. Thus Ekf is 
ergodic underf( A,, A,). Moreover, these are all ergodic sets under f( A,, A,), 
since each ergodic index (i, i) under f(A,, A,) belongs to EAl X i?*s. Hence 
i~~~*~andj~~~*~,forsomel~r~dA~andsomel~s~d*~. n 
With this lemma we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
ergodicity of E41 X EA% mlder f( A,, A,) which depends only on the indices 
of imprimitivity of E’1 and PI?, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
?(A,> A,) iff: 
Let p = 2 rrnci Fiji, = iTA, = 1. i%en Ed”I X E”2 is ergo& ruder 
(1) h, = 1 =+ gcd{d*r, u,IuESf}=l (r=1,2) unrl 
(2) h, =h, = 1 =+ gcd(d”1, (IA?)= 1. 
Proof. Since gcd(dAl,u,luESf,UIfO}=gcd{q,,(uESf, u,fO) and 
gcd{d”~,u,(u~S~,~~#O}=gcd{p~(uES~,u~#O}, we have 
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ts { { 1,. ,(?“I} X { 1,. , cF’~} } is the least upper Imtttd 
of {P,,/l’ESf.} 
w F’I XE:“J is ergodic ttnderf(At, A,) 
(by Lemma 2.1). n 
As is easy to see, the two lemmata above can be proved in the same way 
in the general case, i.e. for arbitrary p. Thus 
Combining this lemma with Theorem 2.1, we obtain a further necessary 
and sufficient condition for f( A,, . . . , A ~ )” = ( AT )” 18 @ ( AT )“I, which 
no longer depettds on the ergodic sets ttnder A,, . . A, and 
f( A L,. . . , At,), respectively, hut on the indices of itnpritnitivity of the ergodic 
sets under At,. . , A,, respectively. 
THEOREM 2.2. f( At,. . . , A p )” = ( A? )” 18 G . . @(A; )‘I,, iff: 
(1) Vl~r~p [h,=l~Vl~kQn,,gcd{d~,,u,luESf}=l] and 
(2) Vl G r < s G p [h, = h, = 1 =) 
VlGkGn,,, Vl<nl<ttA, gcd(tlic\~,rl;;\,~) = 11. 
Proof Consider each matrix A’:’ in its cam~ical form with Mock matrices 
Mb”’ corresponding to I?;, in the diagonal (1 G k<z.,,, ). Then the block 
matrix of ?(A,, . . . , 
f(‘24i”L, 
“P) corresponding to Ei’l j< . . X I?~‘I) is 
Mck~,)). The result follows by applying Lktntna 2.:3 to ithese 
matrices, and tPhen by applying Theorem 2.1. n 
Observe that the conditions (1) and (2) do not depend on the special 
values of fL ( u E Sr.), Intt only on Sf and the matrices A,, . . , A,,. Specializing 
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f and A,,..., A, we obtain some interesting consequences. First, by setting 
f(L...> l)= 1 and fu =O othenvise, from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Corollary 
2.1 the following conditions for (A,@ . . @A,)r =A?@ . . . @A: follow: 
THEOREM 2.3. (A,@ . . . @Ap)m = AT@ . . . @AT 
iff Ek”,l X . . X E$ is cm ergodic set under A,@ ’ . . @A,, for cl11 
l<k,<n *,,..., l<k,‘<n, 
iff for A,@ ... @A, tge algebraic multiplicity of eigenvalue one is 
nA; . .nzAp 
iff gcd(d$,d,fis)=l for all l~r <sop, all l<k< nA,, and all 
l< m G nA,. 
Up to now we have only considered the case p> 1. Since their proofs 
remain valid for p= 1, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 also hold in this case. 
Let g: N 4 [w be a distribution such that S, # (0) is finite, and define 
f: N 2 + [w by f( z, 1) = gz for z E Sg, and fzc = 0 otherwise. Moreover, observe 
that for B=(l), A”@B=A’ and A”@B” =A”. Then it follows from Theorem 
2.2 that 
THEOREM~.~. g(A)“=A”aVl<k~n~,, gcd{d,A,:J,-ES,}=l. 
Since by [3, Hilfssatz 10.6(b)] &A)” =n,,,i:[( A’)“], we obtain 
THEOREM 2.5. Let uENq \ (0). Then 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let n>O. Then (A”), =A” 
iff gcd(dc, n)=l, for all l<k<n, 
iff the ergodic sets under A and A” respectively we the same. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.5. n 
Finally, let us consider the following application of Theorem 2.2. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let A = (a ii) be the stochastic m X m matrix (m > 2) with 
all = amm =1, 
ai,i_l=u,,i+l=B (i=2,...,m-l), 
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and a, i = 0 otherwise. Then A describes a symmetric orle-dinlellsiollal random 
walk with states l,.. ., 1)) and absorbing barriers 1, no (cf. [:3]). Moreover, let 
5 
$.r)(l.r) =~(rrl,r)(m.rj=~ (r=L.% 
~~(1.1)(1,2) = c(l.z)(l,l) = c(nt,1)(?~1.2) = C(n!,2)(nt.l) 
=2 
:i > 
5,,l)(i,2) = q*,z)(t,l)= : (i=2,...,111-l), 
‘(i.r)(t ~l.r)=C(i,r)(~+l,r)=~ (i=2,...,nl-1; 
r = 1,2), 
i,l)(i~-1,2)=c(i,2)(i--1,1) = q,,l)(t + 1,2) -c(f.2)(i+l.l)=h (i=2,...,nl-l), 
and c(i r)(j 5) = 0 otherwise. C describes the stochastic behavior of a person in , 
a labyrinth of the following form: 
t- f-b c+ . . . . . . + + 
wax 5 
f- f_) f_) . . . . ..t f - 
The arrows indicate which neighbor cells can be reached from a cell. The 
long-time average probability that the person starting in cell (i, r ) will be in 
cell ( j, s) is given by the entry of C” with index (( i, r ), ( i, s )). Ef = { 1) and 
Ei’ = ( rn } are the ergodic sets under A, and tl, ” =(I: = 1 are the correspond- 
ing indices of imprimitivity. ER = { 1,2} is the ergodic set under H, and 
~1’ = 2. Thus the conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied, and we 
have CX=A”C@Bm=(u~)@(h~), where ~~=~~I~,,~,,,,=()))-i)j(r11-1) 
for i=l,..., m, (1: =O otherwise (cf. [3, pp. 11%120]), and 11: =‘, fol 
r, s= 1,2. 
For further applications see [3, Chapter 101 and [5, Chapter :3.1]. 
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